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Characters 
Progression Target: To develop 

basic acting skills and begin to focus 
on character development skills. 
Focus: Demonstrate initial acting 

and performance skills

Christmas 
Progression target: To work within a 
team to produce a Christmas 
performance. 
Focus: Develop performance skills while 
working as part of a group This can use a 
range of techniques including 
movement, acting, vocal techniques.

Vocal Skills
Progression target: To develop 
knowledge and understanding of vocal 
care and skills in performance.
Focus: Perform vocal and physicality 

skills within improvised performance 
and have an understanding of the 
importance of the voice and the 
performer. 

Group collaboration 
Progression target:  To plan a 
performance from character 
development to action on stage. 
Focus: Plan, develop and record 
the creative process.

Bringing a story to life 
Progression target: Gathering 
all skills together to recreate 
a popular story and/or 
characters in performance. 
Focus: I can work as part of a 
group and individually to re 
tell a popular story choosing 
my own method. 

Storytelling 
Progression target: 
Develop physical and 
vocal skills to create 
characters within a story
Focus: Identify key 
aspects of characters 
and recreate them in 
performance
. 

Improvisation
Progression target: To develop 
skills in planned and spontaneous 
improvisation
Focus: Demonstrate skills in 
improvisation and begin to 
evaluate and reflect upon progress

Character building
Progression target:  Create 
monologues and duologues for 
performance. Use techniques 
to build and develop characters 
Focus: Creating and 
maintaining our own character 
in performance. Developing 
analytical skills in character 
building.

Introduction to physical 
theatre
Progression targets : Using the 
body to create theatre in a 
physical form
Focus: Bringing all skills together 
to create physical theatre pieces.

Introduction to mime
Progression targets: To 
perform mime using the 
correct physicality
Focus: Learn about mime 
throughout the years and 
its impact on theatre. 
Develop physical skills to 
perform mime

Musical Theatre
Progression targets: 
Learning about musical 
theatre as an art form
Focus: Working with 
short scripts to bring 
scenes and characters 
to life through research

Script work
Progression targets: Telling a 
poem/short 
story/monologue in 
character
Focus: Collaborate 
storytelling and line learning 
techniques to re tell a poem 
or monologue in character

Holding a character
Progression target:
To recognise character traits 
and maintain that character 
in performance.
Focus: Demonstrate skills in 
analysis, interpretation, 
performance and reflection
.

Following direction
Progression target:
To recognise character traits 
and maintain that character 
in performance.
Focus: Demonstrate skills in 
analysis, interpretation, 
performance and reflection

Stimulus
Progression target: To 
create drama using a range 
of stimuli
Focus: Explore 
opportunities for drama 
using stimuli. Evaluate your 
progress

Writing a script
Progression target: Discover the roles 

within a production team. Write a 
script bringing all prior knowledge 
together
Focus: Using group working skills and 

drama techniques to plan, write and 
evaluate a script including character 
profiles. Each member of the group 
will complete a role within the 
production team

Monologue and duologues
Progression target: Create 
monologues and duologues for 
performance.
Focus: Using stimuli and creative 
writing skills to write monologues 
and duologues to perform.

Performing your own script
Progression targets: Each 
member of the group will 
fulfil a role within the 
production team to put 
your written performance 
on its feet
Focus: Put your written play 
into action 


